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Introduction 

CORRELATION OF MACROSCOPIC MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

WITH MICROSCOPIC NUCLEAR DATA 

R. L. Simons 

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory* 

P.O. Box 1970, Richland, Washington, USA 

Radiation damage to structural materials is obviously an important 
aspect to consider when designing a fission or fusion device. It is well 

established that radiation damage is sensitive to the energy of the neutrons 

causing the damage. The energy dependence of damage has often been treated 

somewhat simplistically: only neutrons greater than a specific energy were 

assumed to cause the damage. The success of this method turned out to be 

reactor-specific, and the method worked only because the neutron spectra 

were similar. For application of radiation effects data to fusion reactor 

design problems, the use of fast-flux fraction to extrapolate to higher neu

tron energies is not successful. For this reason, the materials community 

studying radiation damage to fusion reactor materials has generally accepted 

the use of displacement per atom (dpa) to correlate irradiation effects to 

material properties. The United States light-water reactor surveillance 

program is preparing to switch from the use of fluence (E > l.U MeV) cor

relation to the use of dpa. An ASTM recommended practice for this switch 
has been completed. (l) 

Two primary irradiation-inclur.P.d changes occur durinq neutron irradia

tion: the displacement of atoms forming crystal defects and the transmuta

tion of atoms into either gaseous or solid products. The material scientist 

siudying irradiation damage to material by fusion-produced neutrons is faced 

*Operated by Westinghouse Hanford Company, a Subsidiary of Westinghouse 
Electric Corp. for the DeparL111enL or Enet·gy unde1· Contruct DE-AC14-76FF02170. 
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with several questions:( 2) Is the nature of high-energy (14-MeV) displace

ment damage the same as or different from that caused by fission neutrons 
(<2 MeV)? How do the high helium concentrations expected in a fusion 
environment affect the material properties? What effects do solid transmu

tation products have on the behavior .of the irradiated materials? In the 
past few years, much work has been done to answer these questions. This 
paper will review recent work in this area. 

Nuclear Data in Displacement Calculations 

When the gross displacement of atoms is 
generally assumed to be an amophorus solid. 

calculated, the material is 
The Lindhard model( 3 ) is then 

used to partition the energy dissipated in a collision cascade initiated by 
a primary recoil atom (PKA) between electronic and nuclear interactions. 
The integral equation that describes the calculation of the production rate 
of displaced atoms per atom is: 

where: 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

T 

d = I: 
j 

J 
E=O 

J
m 

<P(E) (l) 

<P(E) dE is the number of neutrons of energy E 
o .(E) is the neutron-atom interaction cross section (i.e., 

J . 
elastic, in-elastic, or charged particle out-reaction) of the atom 
species j, and the summation is over all neutron reactions of energy E 
p(E,T) is the probability that a neutron of energy E will rrorluce a 

PKA of energy T 
v(T) dT describes the number of secondary displaced atoms produced by 

the primary recoil atoms (modified for electronic losses) 

.· Tm is the maximum energy a neutron can impart tn ~n ~tom 

Ed is the minimum energy required to displace an atom 

~ <P(E) oj(E) .Pj(E,T) is the primary recoil spectrum for atom 
~truck by a neutron of energy E. 
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Figure 1 shows the displacement damage response as a function of neutron 

energy for three neutron spectra of interest. In all cases, 95% of the dam
age occurs above 0.1 MeV neutron energy and 1 keV recoil energy. 

The application of nuclear data in a correlation of irradiation effects 

appears in two places in equation (1). First is the neutron spectrum $(E). 

The neutron spectrum depends on nuclear data in two ways. (1) Neutron cross 

sections are used in the neutron physics calculation of the a priori spec
trum. (2) Neutron dosimetry cross sections are used in the adjustment of 

the a priori neutron spectrum. The second place where nuclear data is used 
is the primary scattering cross section crj(E). Thus the nuclear data 

are entirely contained in the primary recoil spectrum. 

Nuclear data can also affect the correlation of irradiation-induced 
material property changes in displacement of atoms caused by recoil of atoms 
following prompt (n,y) reactions. This is primarily a thermal neutron 

reaction and in most cases contributes only a few percent to the total dis

placement cross section. Exceptional cases involve highly thermalized spec

tra 9r highly moderated spectra in Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR) out-of-core 

structure components. For example, in the pressure vessel of a FBR the cal

culated (n,y) contribution to total displacements may be about 30%. How

ever, there is considerable uncertainty about the magnitude of the low energy 

recoil [including those from prompt (n,y) reactions] contribution of the 
dpa exposure, as compared with the higher energy neutron elastic collision 

contribution, because of the relative survival efficiency in the displacement 

cascade. Measurements of electrical resistivity change (which is assumed to 

be proportional to the Frenkel pair defect population) at 4°K indicate that 

about one-third of the defects survive in the displacement cascades caused 

by high-energy recoils· in .fcc materials. About one-half of the defects sur
vive in bee materials. (4) However, up to 100% of the defects survive for 

low-recoil energies where (n,y) damage occurs. (5) Figure 2 shows the 

number of Frenkel pairs produced by (n,y) recoil in several materials vs 

the damage energy normalized to the minimum threshold energy for each mate

rial. The modified Kinchin and Pease displacement model corrected to a 
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survival efficiency of 0.3 for high-energy (T > 1 keV) recoils is also 

shown. The upper curve results from a correlation of charged particle irra
diation effects data, displacement cascade computer simulation data, and 
neutron irradiation effects data using primary recoil spectra. (6 ) It is 

apparent that the low-energy damage contribution relative to high energy 
(> 1 keV) damage can be more significant than indicated by the displace
ment cross section. However, the low-temperature resistivity data provide 
no information on how high-temperature irradiation affects the survivability 
of defects. 

Assuming that the relative survivability of defects as a function of 

damagP An~rqy is n6t affected by temperature, a defect cross section for 
production of Frenkel pair ~as calculated for iron, and spectrum-averaged 

cross sections were determined for a number of spectra. The results are 
shown in Table 1, along with the standard modified Kinchin and Pease model. 
It is apparent that for most test reactor spectra the enhanced low energy 
component of damage is only a small contributi6n to the total damage. How
ever, in the softer Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR) spectra the effect can be as 
high as 44%. Even at this level of enhancement there are probably not any 
serious consequences because of the low level of exposure to most stainless 

steel cqmponents. 

Energy Dependence of Displace~ent Damage 

The energy dependence of damage in test reactor spectra has been assumed 
to be proportional to the damage energy. Experiments and computer simulation 
studies of defect survival can be used to test this assumption. If the shape 

of the energy dependence of damage is known, the magn1tude can easily u~ 
established by a single experiment. However, confirming the shape of the 

function v(T) is difficult at best. Experiments designed to measure vari

ation in slope require irradiation in diverse spectra at constant flux mag
nitude. Usually a change in spectrum is accompanied by a change ir1 flux. 

Thus flux level effects must be discerned from spectrum effects. Numerous 

simplifying assumptions are usually made when computer simulation studies 
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TABLE 1 

SPECTRUM AVERAGED DISPLACEMENT CROSS SECTIONS FOR 
IRON IN SELECTED NEUTRON SPECTRA 

Mean Neutron Iron Cross Section (b) 
Spectrum Energy (MeV) Frenkel Pairs Displacements 

EBRII Z = 0.0 em 0.83 167 448 
EBRII Z = 18.3 em 0.63 138 373 
EBRII Z = 25 em 0.48 114 312 

EBRII Z = 50 em 0.22 67.4 186 
FBR Core 0.49 111 . 302 

FBR Grid Plate 0.036 18.4 49.4 

FBR Vessel Wa 11 0.0022 2.22 4. 13 

HFIR/PTP 0.42 76.0 186 

*Normalized to 1.000 in EBRII Z=O.Ocm 

7 

Ratio* 
Pairs/Displ. 

1.00 
0.99 
0.98 
0.97 
0.99 
1.00 
1 .44 . 
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are used to evaluate v(T} because multi-atom crystals are large and hence 

require complex computer codes. The combination of experiments and computer 
simulation can produce boundaries on the extent of the variation of the slope 

ofv(T). 

When macroscopic material properties are correlated with microscopic 
data, the primary recoil spectrum is assumed to be independent of time and 

temperature. It is assumed that the material remains homogeneous throughout 
the irradiation, that is, t!xtended defects that· existed prior to irradiation 

or evolve during the irrnrlintion (such as grain boundaries, precipitates, 
voids, and loops) do not affect the PKA spectrum. The focal pdint of the 
correlation is on the secondary displaceffient function ~(T). The function 

v(T) may represent the total defects produced (dpa), residual defects after 
short-term annealing, or othe~ forms of residual damage (clusters). The 
Kinchin and Pease displacement function (modified by Lindhard•s energy par

tition model) that is usually used to calculate the number of displaced atoms 
is linear in damage energy. The residual defects functions determined from 

computer simulation experiments are generally described by a small departure 

from linearity [(i.e., (T~~~)]' or at least the dpa function may be 
adjusted in magnitude by a multiplicative constant.(?) When other mechan

isms (such as gaseous transmutations products) interact with displacive 
defects, the damage ana1ysis becomes rnurt! cuu1plex. 

Figure 3 shows two defect cross sections determined from computer simu
lation experiments and the standard displacement cross section. The mobile 

vacancy cross section counts only vacancies free to move in the crystal lat
tice after short-term annealing of the displacement spike has occurred. 
Low-enPrgy displacement cascades were found to be more efficient producers 
of free vacancies because the higher energy cascades produced more vacancy 

clusters while experiencing less defect annhilation. The interstitial 

cluster cross sectio~ emphasizes the high-energy damage because low-energy 
cascades did not produce sufficient densities of interstitial atoms for 

clustering to occur. In effect, the interstitial cross section exhibits a 

higher energy threshcild than the other cross section. These are two examples 
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of several potential defect types .. An important outcome of simulation stud
ies is that the maximum variation in the shape of v{T) can be determined, 

and thus bounds can be placed on the neutron-energy-dependent damage cross 

sections. 

Blackburn et al. (8) made careful measurements of tensile properties of 

annealed 304 and 316 stainless steel and of 308 stainless steel weld metal 
irradiated in EBR-II {385°C) at four axial locations, each with a specific 
neutron spectrum with mean neutron energies ranging from 0.2 to 0.8 MeV, as 

a function of neution fluence. They found that dpa best characterized the 
energy dependence of irradiation damage experienced by the specimens. The 

mobile vacancy and interstitial cluster cross sections gave exposure para
meters that bounded the variation in energy dependence. Figure 4 shows the 
empirically determined spectrum correlation factors vs displacement cross 
section (both pftrameters were normalized to unity at core center). Even 
though the dpa gave the best correlation, some systematic deviation from the 
dpa correlation remained --deviation of 10-15% for hard in-core spectra and 
nearly 50% deviation in 304 SS irradiated in soft out-of-core spectra 

(E < 0.4 MeV). 

It is not clear how flux level effects might contribute to this descrep
ancy. However, if one assumes that the spectrum effect is separable from 
the flux level effect and that the spectral effect is proportional to a 

defect cross section, then the flux level function can be deduced from a 
plot of experimental spectrum correlation factor (K ) divided by the defect . s 
cross section vs the flux level. Figure 5 suggests that a flux level effect 
cou1d be 1inear unti1 the flux reached 40-60% of the peak flux in EBRII; the 
flux level effect would be approximately constant for higher fluxes. Since 
the 304 SS shows a different function than the other steels, the flux level 

effect also appears to be a function of the chemistry of the material 
involved. To determine the exact form of this postulated flux level effect 

would require a larger range of fluxes. However, this data shows that flux 

effects could be substantial and can cause misinterpretation of spectral 

effects. 
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McVay et al.(Q) studied the irradiation-induced swelling and creep 

behavior of solution annealed (SA) 304L stainless steel irradiated in EBRII 

at 385°C. They concluded that dpa was a good way to correlate the irradiation
induced strains. They also indicated that fast fluence (E >. 1 MeV) gave 

similar results. They did not separate out flux level and energy spectrum 
effect, since these parameters were varying simultaneously with axial loca
tion in the experiment. 

ADBTT data used in damage function analyses for several ferritic 
steels irradiated in the temperature range 200-600°F were reevaluated. {lO) 

The displacement, mobile vacancy, and iriterstiti_al tluster cross sections 
were used in this analysis. It was concluded that the displacement cross 
section gave the best correlation of the data. Figure 6 shows ADBTT data 
for A302B steel for four irradiation temperatures. A saturation function of 
exposure raised to the 0.5 power was fit to the data. In some cases the 

interstitial cluster cross section gave some improvement in the correl~tion; 
however, the amount of reduction in the variance over dpa was only 14%, which 
was not statistically significant. 

Mas et al. (ll) measured the ADBTT in a A508 ferritic steel irradi-

ated at 235°C in different neutron spectra to the same fluence (E > 1 MeV). 
The harder neutron spectrum showed a ADBTT 40% higher than the softer spec
trum. They tried several different energy dependent correlation factors and 
a 0.5 power law on damage exposure and found that fluence (E > 0.1 MeV) 
gave the least unfavorable correlation. The next best correlation of ADBTT 
was obtained with their Pprobable zones•• model. Their probable zones model 
was similar in shape to the displacement cross section .that is based on 

Lindhard's model of energy partition. 

Odette(l 2) performed a systematic study of the effect of uncertain

ties on the predicted ADBTT. His physically based model contained spec

tral dependence, an aging contribution, temperature-dependent defect 

production, thermal self-annealing, saturation effects when there was defect 

overlap, and simple dislocation obstacle hardening. He looked at the effect 

13 
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of uncertainties in neutron exposure, irradiation temperature, and alloy 

chemistry. With an exposure uncertainty of a factor of two, which is typi
cal of some older surveillance data, the corresponding uncertainty in the 
predicted 60BTT was 25%. With a smaller exposure uncertainty (~15%) the 
corresponding 60BTT uncertainty was small {~5%). For past and projected 
irradiation temperature uncertainties, he found comparable effects on the 
60BTT uncertainty. However, uncertainties in chemistry or effects of 

chemistry variation ha~ an uncertainty two-to-three times larger than the 
uncertainty due to either dosimetry or irradiation temperature. It is 
apparent that other uncertainties than neutron dose can dominate the scatter 

in the data. 

A projected uncertainty of 15% in the damage exposure is reasonable, 
relative to other uncertainties. Assuming that all of this uncertainty is 
from the primary recoil spectrum, this implies that the neutron interaction 

cross sections would have to be known to about 10%. The uncertainty due to 
the neutron spectrum would also be about 10%, whic~would give a root mean 
square combined uncertainty of ~15%. 

The relative uncertainty in the atomic displacement cross section due 
to variation in the electronic stopping power, nuclear models, and nuclear 
data sets, was studied by Doran et al. (l 3) They found that large varia
tions in the electronic stopping power have only a minor effect on the rela
tive spectrum-averaged displacement cross section among a wide range of 
fission reactor neutron spectra. The largest variation was found when fis

sion neutrons were compared with 14 MeV neutrons. Even in this case, the 
relative uncertainty due to electronic stopping power was expected to be 12% 
or less. Damage energy was found to have only a small relative sensitivity 
(13% maximum) to variation in electronic stopping power over a widely vary
ing range of atomic charge (Z). Similar results were found for the effects 

due to nuclear models and nuclear data set comparisons. lhe largest problem 

was due to systematic variations between nuclear data sets; this problem 

could be remedied by using a common nuclear data bank. 
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An accurate knowledge of the form of the displacement model has become 

increasingly important in recent years because of the large spectral differ
ences known to exist between fission and fusion neutron spectra. (l 4) Sev

eral experiments have compared the effects on tensile properties after 
irradiation in the two type of spectra. Most experiments were conducted at 
room temperature. Jones et al. (lS) irradiated Ni and Nb tensile specimens 

in (d,T) and (d,Be) neutron sources at room temperature and found that dam
age energy correlated the change in yield strength for Ni but not for Nb. 
They attributed the lack of correlation in Nb to an interaction between point 
defects and impurity atoms. Similarly, Mitchell et al. ( 16 ) irradiated Cu, 

Nb, and V in a fission reactor spectrum and in (d,T) and (d,Be) sources; 

they also concluded that damage energy correlated yield strength satisfact
orily for all but Cu. In this case the difference was attributed to differ
ences in the form of high- and low-energy damage. Vandervoort et al. (l 7) 

irradiated solution-annealed 316 stainless steel in the same three spectra. 
They concluded that damage energy correlated the yield strength (Figure 7) 
and microstructural data better than fluence (E > 1 ~eV)., In all cases, 
the increase in yield strength correlated better with dpa than with fast 
fluence (E > 1 MeV) when fission and fusion spectra were compared. 

Close examination of the various correlations shows reasonably good 
correlation of the data between fission reactor spectra with the dpa expos
ure parameter, and also qood correlation of the data from irradiation in 
fusion neutron sources. However, the correlation of data from both fission 
and fusion neutron irradiations frequently shows a discrepancy. For example, 
in Figure 7b the spread in the increase in yield strength data is 10-30%, 

while the spread in the exposure parameter is up to a factor of two. The 
amount of strengthening perhaps is lower in the fission reactor case, sug

gesting th~t J cluster production cross section may be appropriate tllan a 

total displacement cross section. 

Thus it appears that the dpa exposure parameter gives an adequate 

first-order correction for spectrum effects, but improved correlation of 

fission-fusion irradiation effects data (i.e., within 10-30%) will require 
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improvements in the damage exposure index. The secondary displacement func

tion v{T) is the most likely place where improvements in the correlation 
can be made. 

Transmutation Products 

Helium is generally considered a detrimental element in a metal. When 
the irradiation temperature is high enough (>.5 T ), the helium migrates m 
to grain boundaries, where it causes premature failure at the grain bound-
aries under tensile loading. Helium has also been shown to be d source of 
void or bubble nucleation which can lead to swelling of the m~tal. 

In a study of annealed 316 SS lrrad1atcd dl 51G and 585vc, Blackburn 
et al.{l 8) found that helium affected ductility. By the time a few parts 

per million helium were produced, the ductility dropped to a fixed level of 
residual elongation. The same thing was found to occur in 20% CW 316. (lg) 

In fact, the residual elongation remains fairly constant out to 50-100 appm 
helium before further loss in ductility occurs (Figure 8). It was also 

observed (Figure 9) that high neutron exposure softening of the strength of 

20% CW 316 SS occurred in both fast and mixed spectrum reactors. The effect 
appears to be cotte1ated willr ~ hpa • dpa (where hpa is appm helium). 

However, the irradiation temperature fur the llriR data may be up to 100°C 

too low, thus precluding such a helium-dpa correlation. If syne~gistic 

helium-dpa interactions occur, a simple dpa correlation 1S 1nadequdt~ fo1· 

predicting the macroscopic response of metals in fusion neutron environments 

with data from fission reactor irradiations. In any event, the fact that 
helium affects the macroscop1c pru~~r·Lies of a material demonstratP~ th~ 

need for helium production cross sections which can be used to calculate 
helium concentrat1or1s in the metnl for any neutron Pnvironment. 

Solid transmutation products provide another important mechanism for 

changes in a material rrnpP.rty. Bates et al .( 20 ) showed (Figure 10) that 

all the manganese can be burned out of stainless steel by irradiating it in 

a mixed spectrum reactor to a dose of ~100 dpa. Swelling in stainless 
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steel can be increased by up to a factor of two by removing the man~anese 

(Figure 11). On the other hand, the manganese content can increase by 40% 

after irradiation in a fusion reactor spectrum to 100 dpa. The consequences 
of the variation in concentration of a chemical species depends on specific 
damage mechanisms. For example, if manganese content affected void swelling 
only during the nucleation phase early in the irradiation, the burn-out of 
manganese would have less effect than the absence of manganese from the start 
of the irradiation. The effect of burn-in and burn-out on the kinetics of 
microstructure evolution in a material needs to be studied in order to 

accurately evaluate the net effect on the material during the irradiation. 
Similarly, vanadium is burned-in from chromium (Figure 12), and since vanad
ium readily combines with carbon, MC carbide precipitation would form. The 
precipitate may increase the strength of the steel by impeding the motion of 

dislocations. 

A conclusion to be drawn from their study'is that burn-in and burn-out 
effects need to be addressed in designing experiments or applying materials 

data to fission and fusion reactors. Consequently, this will require a sur
vey and assembly of a library of appropriate nuclear cross sections for ele

ments of importance to materials used in fission and fusion reactors. Bates 
et al( 2

0) have calculated burn-in and burn-out of most important materials 

in stainless steel. It is also important to understand the effects of solid 

transmutation products, and to differentiate these effects from those due to 
helium. 

Conclusions 

The concern for the quality of nuclear data has become increasingly 

important in recent years because of the need to predict the behavior of 
materials in fusion environments or out-of-core structural components in 

fission reactors from data obtained from in-core irradiation of materials. 

Relative displacement cross sections used as an exposure index can be calcu

lated fairly accurately (5-10% uncertainty) and are good for determining 

first-order corrections for spectral effects of irradiation damage. Larger 
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uncertainties {30-50%) due to low energy recoils may be expected when extra

polating to well-moderated out-of-core fast breeder reactor spectra. How
ever, this will probably not be a serious problem because of the extremely 
low total doses encountered. Generally speaking, first-order spectral cor
relations are satisfactory because other uncertainties (for example, temper
ature or chemistry) have overriding· effects on most correlations . 

.. -..··- : 
Prediction of helium content in a metal is important for high tempera

ture (> .5 T) application requiring a ductile material, and possibly for 
m 

high doses (> 25 dpa) at lower temperatures where yield strength softening 

may occur. Predictions of both gaseous and solid transmutations are impor
tant in order to achieve an understanding of the damage mechanism at work. 

Nuclear data needs for application to macroscopic data for structural 

materials are modest. Goal accuracies should be set at 10-20% (la) uncer
tainty in the integral damage parameter. Present data files for most mate
rials of importance are adequate for correlating irradiation effects to 

materials for neutron energies up to 15 MeV. At present the greatest cor
relation problem is not in the PKA spectrum but is in the material property 

measurements, irradiation temperature, and the modeling of residual damage, 

that is v(T). With the increased use of (d,Li) and (d,Be) neutron sources, 
the neutron cross-sections need to b~ extended up to 40 MeV. In this energy 
ranqe, nuclear data are uncertain by 30-40% or do not exist. The most 
important materials to evaluate first are iron, chromium, and nickel. In 
the U.S., preliminary evalutions of iron and chromium have been completed, 

and nickel will be started next year. Other potential structural materials 
should be evaluated also. 
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